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From where did winter of 1939/40 start?

Extract from a Martin Rodewald*) paper 1948**):
After mentioning that a series of cold winters occurred from 1780 to 1859 with 
about 4 severe winters in every decade, and that during the last 80 years since 
1860 there had been only two cold winters, 1881 and 1929; he writes: 

“Beginning in the previous century, a ‘secular heat wa ve’ made itself felt 
over most of the Earth, we noticed this especially in  the increasing 
mildness of the winters, which became more and more stri king between 
1900 and 1939. So it is all the more surprising that t here was a series of 
three severe winters in succession in 1939/40, 1940/4 1 and 1941/42, 
appearing to indicate a sudden reversal of the previous  developm ent 
rather than a slow deceleration, contrary to the sustai nment tendency of 
circulation and temperature deviation.”

*) Meteorologist at the German marine weather service „Seewarte“ in WWII. 
**) in Annalen der Meteorologie, April/Mai, 1948, pp.99-105 (The realisation of severe European winters)
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The proof of this thesis
concentrates

on three observations/events :

1. The circumstances of the early
appreance of sea ice in the North Sea ;

2. The reasons for cold records in 
Central Europe;

3. The influence of naval activities on air
temperatures and sea ice around the
Baltic . 
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Naval war was like the
start of a gigantic ‚field
experiment‘, on a „clean “
statistical basis, which
from now on changed
day by day as long as the
war lasted . 
Left: The German battle ship „Schleswig Holstein“ shell s
Polish position.
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At first an overview about the winter 1939/40. 
The world temperature is above average, 

only Europe and Baltic region are colder.
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Day by day temperatures of a city
between the North Sea and Baltic.
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High naval activities in the North 
Sea and German Bight

__About 100‘T to 150‘T sea mines laid in 
autumn 1939;
__Frequent bombing attacks on ports, 
shipping and naval forces;
__A large part of the German Navy
operates in and from the German Bight.  
Headlines of NYT, 19. December 1939
_Air Fleets Fight Off Helgoland; German 
Cruser Sunk in the Elbe, British Submarine 
Hits 2 Others. 

_34 Down, says Nazi; Only 10 Planes Get
Away in Raid on Helgoland, German 
Contend.

_London admits Loss of 7.

_But Adds 12 Reich Ships Were Crippled
in Biggest Air Battle of the War.
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It happened what presumably has never taken place

before, sea ice arrived early despite of modest Air-T°C
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The early appreance of sea ice in the North Sea
already on 16. Dec. 1939, lasting for up to 100 

days proves a connection .
The December air
temperature in the

North Sea
had not been

exceptionaly low, 
but SST were well 

below average.

Min. & Max. T°C in Dec. 1939
The first Minus-Temp: - 0,3 (11.Dez)

11. Dec. =  + 1,1 // - 0,3;   
12. Dec. =  + 2,0 // + 0,6;
13. Dec. =  +  0,7 // –1,0;
14. Dec. =  - 0,7  // - 1,6;
15. Dec. =  - 3,4  // - 4,4;
16. Dec. =  - 2,2  //  - 4,5

17-19 Dec. = Minimum  -2,6 bis -3,0;
20-25 Dec. = Minimum +0,2 bis +5,7°;
26-31 Dec. = Minimum -0,5 bis -3,5°.
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German Bight icing about 2 to 3 
weeks earlier as in the Western Baltic

(German sea stations)

From the first icing it stayed permanently at all stations, 
and was the most severe and lasting ever observed.
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Main naval battle areas
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Record low temperatures for
__Poland −41.0 °C  (−41.8 °F),

Siedlce 11th January 1940
__Moscow -42°C, 17.Jan.40
__Estonia -43,5°C, 17. Jan.
__Minsk -40°C, 17. Jan.
__Rhaydear/UK 23.Jan.40

Hamburg -
27°C, 

(13. Feb.)

Hungary -35°,  
( 16. Feb.)
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BERLIN
The decade

before Berlin‘s
coldest winter

1709 vs 1940
calculated

on the months

JANUARY & 
FEBRUARY
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The record temperatures in 
early 1940 had been preceeded
by a number of bizarre events, 

for example:
_Due to heavy rain Hitler had to give

up invading France in November.
_Substatial wind shift over N-Europe.
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Few more examples: 
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Out of 155 years the wind in London came over

--134 winters from WEST; 
--17 winters from South to East
--3 winters from East to North
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After early sea ice in the German Bight
(16.Dec.) it became the most severe in 7 

decades.

Heaviest sea ice along German‘s coast ever recorded.
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Western Baltic ice appeared 2-3 weeks
later than in the German Bight.
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26. January 1940 16.February 1940 8. March 1940
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A thorough analysis of 
temperatures and the icing
process quickly shows the
exceptionallity, and that an 
„unusal force“ was involved!
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Temperature difference between winter months
January & February versus the previous 5 years.

Cold corridor via North Sea and the Baltic is evident!
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CONCLUSION:
A thorough analysis provides strong evidence of a 
link between the extrordinary winter conditions in 

Europe and naval warfare

Many thanks for
your kind interest! 

The lecture is based on the book:
Failures of Meteorology! Unable to Prevent Climate Change and World Wars?

Oceans Make Climate!
Pages: 232, about 200 figures and images, 14 color pages.Book on Demand/BoD; ISBN 978-3-8448-1284-8

And in  online-book shops, e.g. http://www.amazon.co.uk

More related lectures are published at: http://climate-ocean.com/


